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Samsung EF-QF956CTEGWW mobile phone case 19.3 cm (7.6")
Cover Transparent

Brand : Samsung Product code: EF-QF956CTEGWW

Product name : EF-QF956CTEGWW

- Clear case with added grip funtionality
Clear Grip Case for Z Fold6

Samsung EF-QF956CTEGWW mobile phone case 19.3 cm (7.6") Cover Transparent:

Slim, sleek, see-through aesthetic
Hold your phone comfortably with our thin and sleek Clear Case. Designed to be super slim and stylishly
translucent, the Clear Case showcases and highlights your Fold's premium look.

Boost your productivity
The built-in, adjustable grip makes using your phone extra convenient. Handle your device confidently
knowing that it's safe and secure, and has also been treated to prevent yellowing.
Samsung EF-QF956CTEGWW. Case type: Cover, Brand compatibility: Samsung, Compatibility: Galaxy Z
Fold6, Maximum screen size: 19.3 cm (7.6"), Product colour: Transparent

Features

Maximum screen size * 19.3 cm (7.6")
Compatibility * Galaxy Z Fold6
Case type * Cover
Product colour * Transparent
Brand compatibility * Samsung
Protection features Bump resistant, Scratch resistant
Built-in battery *

Weight & dimensions

Width 67.7 mm
Depth 15.5 mm
Height 156 mm
Weight 27 g

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
Wrist strap included
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